What are mechanisms?
Wherever you have motion or movement, you will have mechanisms. Mechanisms are devices that
transform an input motion or force into an output motion or force. The mechanisms covered in this
chapter are levers, linkages, springs, cams and cranks. Gears, pulleys and other mechanisms are covered
in Mechanisms 2.

Input motion
and force

MECHANISM

Output
motion and
force

All machines are made up of simple mechanisms. We don’t always
see mechanisms because they are sometimes hidden inside outer
casings.
Complex mechanisms inside a watch

A mechanism is a device that converts an input motion and force, into an output motion and force.

Example of a mechanism
The picture on the left shows a mechanism called a pruning scissors.
The pruning scissors is used to transform a relatively small input
force exerted by the hand into a large enough output force to cut
the branch off the bush.

Understanding mechanisms
Mechanisms are essential for Leaving Cert projects, come up in exam questions, and are tricky to
understand. For these reasons it is important to spend plenty of time on this topic. The following tips may
help you:
•
•
•
•
•

Practice lots of answers and calculations yourself using the ‘Test yourself’ and ‘Past exam questions’
sections.
Build and play with real mechanisms in the technology room.
Watch videos or animated images of each mechanism operating.
Use mechanisms in your technology projects.
Review the summary table at the end of the Mechanisms 2 chapter.

What are the different types of motion?
Because mechanisms work with motion, we first need to learn about the different types of motion.
Type of motion

Meaning

Symbol

Examples

Linear

Moving in a straight line

A train running along a straight
track

Rotary

Turning, moving around in a circle

A wheel turning

Reciprocating

Moving back and forth in a straight
line

Sawing a piece of wood

Oscillating

Swinging from side to side in an arc

A pendulum swinging in a clock, a
weight swinging on a string

Mechanism types and their uses
The types of mechanisms covered in this chapter and their uses include:
•
•
•

Levers, for moving heavy loads with a smaller effort.
Linkages, for transferring linear motion from one place to another or for changing direction of
movement.
Cams and cranks, for converting rotary motion into reciprocating motion (and vice versa).

Activities
1. How many mechanisms can you identify on a bicycle? For each mechanism, what is the input motion
and what is the output motion?
2. Look around the technology room. How many mechanisms can you find? What are they used to do?
How do they make the job easier? How many different types of motion can you find?

Key points
1. A mechanism is a device that transforms an input motion and force, to an output motion and
force.
2. Linear motion is moving in a straight line in one direction.
3. Reciprocating motion is moving backwards and forwards in a straight line.
4. Rotary motion is a turning movement.
5. Oscillating motion is a swinging movement.
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11.

The force applied when
twisting a Rubik’s cube
is called:

Compression

5

Torsion

Test yourself
Bending

1. What type of motion is the entire train undergoing?
12.

2. What type of motion are the train wheels undergoing? When in motion a
rocking horse:

3. What type of motion are the bars / cranks connected to
the wheels experiencing?

Rotates

11.

5

Oscillates

Waste batte
be disposed

Reciprocates

13.

4. What types of motion
do you think might be
happening in the picture
on the right?

16. 5.

The mechanism shown is
a:Does a jigsaw

blade oscillate,
reciprocate or
rotate? 12.

5

Rack and pinion

The safety sign sho
symbolises:

Crank and slider

The device
used on a:

Worm and worm-wheel

14.

Past exam questions

Driven
40 teeth

The driven gear will
rotate at:

Double the speed of the
driver

5

Half the speed of the
driver
Driver
20 teeth

17.

The same speed as the
driver

13.

1. What type of motion do the outer spheres in Newton’s Cradle
15.
The formula
carry out?

R = V
I

2. A moving swing is an example of what type of motion?is based on:

The tool shown is:

The outer s
Newton’s C

Kirchhoff’s Law

Ohm’s Law

5

Newton’s Law

3. The blade of a scroll saw moves up and down. Is this rotary
Page 4 of 12
motion, oscillating motion, or reciprocating motion?

18.

14.

The bladeCar
ofdesign
a scro
showcase n
moves upand
and
dow
futuris
This is anknown
example
as:

15.

19.
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Levers
A lever is a rigid bar that pivots around a fulcrum or fixed point.
The fulcrum is the point around which the lever turns. The load is the
force that you are trying to move with the lever. The effort is the force
that you are applying to move the load.
Load and effort are forces and are measured in newtons (N).
A lever is a rigid bar that pivots around a fulcrum.

Mechanical advantage
Mechanical advantage means that a heavy load can be moved using a smaller effort. Mechanical advantage is
calculated using the formula below. Both effort and load are forces and are measured in newtons.
Mechanical advantage has no units - it is just a number.

!"#$%&'#%(!!"#!$%!&' =

load!(force!in!newtons)
effort!(force!in!newtons)

Uses of levers
Levers are used to make certain jobs easier such as:
•
•

Lifting heavy loads, using mechanical advantage.
Moving objects at a distance.

Example of mechanical advantage
A wheelbarrow is a type of lever. If a 200 N load can be moved in the
wheelbarrow with an effort of 100 N, the mechanical advantage of the
lever is 2.

Test yourself
1. If a 200 N load can be moved with an effort of 50 N, what is the mechanical advantage?
2. If it takes 200 N to move a load of 200 N, what is the mechanical advantage?
3. If it takes an effort of 400 N to move a load of 200 N, what is the mechanical advantage?
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How does a lever create mechanical advantage?
Normally to move an object, the effort force must be larger than the
load force (see left). So how does a lever move a large load force with a
smaller effort force?
The answer lies in the fact that a lever creates a moment, also known as
a turning effect, or turning force.

Moments
A lever creates a moment, or turning effect, when it pivots
around a fulcrum (see right).
The greater the distance from the fulcrum that the force is
applied, the greater is its turning effect, i.e. its moment.
This is shown in the diagram on the right.

The moment of a force is equal to the magnitude of the force, multiplied by the distance from the fulcrum
to where the force is applied. It is measured in newton metres, (Nm).
!"#$%& = force!×!distance!(Nm)!

A balanced lever
Moments explain why two different weights can be balanced on a lever. When a lever is balanced, it is also
said to be in equilibrium.
The diagram below shows a force of 100 N on the left of the fulcrum, and a force of 200 N on the right.
They can be balanced if the 100 N force acts at twice the distance from the fulcrum as the 200 N force.
Calculations
1.

Moment)=)force)×)distance)

2.

Moment)on)the)effort)side)=)100)N)×)2)m)=)200)Nm))

3.

Moment)on)the)load)side)=)200)N)×)1)m)=)200)Nm)

!
Since the moments on the two sides are the same, they cancel
each other out, and the lever doesn’t move. This means that a
smaller weight on one side can balance a greater weight on the
other. Try it out.
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Law of the lever
As we have seen, with a balanced lever:
)
Force)×)distance)on)the)left)side)=)force)×)distance)on)the)right)side.)

!

This formula is known as the law of the lever and it can be used
to carry out many useful calculations with levers.

Law of the lever
Effort!force!×!distance!of!effort!to!fulcrum! = load!force!×!distance!of!load!to!fulcrum

Uses of law of the lever
The law of the lever allows us to do many useful things, such as calculate the:
Effort needed to lift a certain load.
Load we could lift with a given effort.
Distance at which we would need to apply a certain effort in order to lift a certain load.

•
•
•

Worked example 1: Calculate lever effort and mechanical advantage
Question (A)
What effort is required to balance the load shown?
Solution by reasoning
The effort, F(effort), is applied at twice the distance from
the fulcrum than the load, so the effort required, F(effort),
will be half of the load force, i.e. (half of 100 N) 50 N.
Solution by applying the law of the lever formula
F(effort)!×!2!m = 100!N!×!1!m = 100!Nm)
F(effort) =

100!Nm
= 50!N = !effort!required)
2!m

Question (B)
What is the mechanical advantage of the system?
Solution
Mechanical!advantage =

load
100!N
=
= 2)
effort
50!N

The mechanical advantage can also be calculated from the ratio of the distances:
Mechanical!advantage =

distance!from!effort!to!fulcrum 2!m
=
= 2)
distance!from!load!to!fulcrum
1!m

)
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Worked example 2: To calculate lever load and mechanical advantage
Question (A)
What load can be supported by the lever shown?
Solution by reasoning
The load, F(load), is applied at half the distance from
fulcrum compared to that of the effort, so the load will be
equal to twice the effort, i.e. 200 N.
Solution by applying the law of the lever formula
F(load)!×!1!m = 100!N!×!2!m = 200!Nm)
F(load) =

200!Nm
= 200!N)
1!m

F(load))=)200)N)=)load)that)can)be)supported)
Question (B)

What is the mechanical advantage of the system?
Solution
Mechanical!advantage =

load
200!N
=
= 2)
effort 100!N

Worked example 3: To calculate distance from fulcrum and mechanical advantage
Question (A)
In the lever arrangement shown, at what distance will a 200 N load
have to be placed from the fulcrum, in order to be supported by a
force of 100 N applied at 1 metre from the fulcrum?
Solution by reasoning
The load force F(load), is twice the effort force, so the load distance
must be half the effort distance, i.e. 0.5 metres.
Solution by applying the law of the lever formula
100!N!×!1!m = 200!N!×!D(load) = 100!Nm)
D(load) =

100!Nm
= 0.5!m)
200!N

Question (B)
What is the mechanical advantage of the system?
Solution
Mechanical!advantage =

load
200!N
=
= 2)
effort 100!N

Or by using the ratio of the distances:
Mechanical!advantage =

distance!from!effort!to!fulcrum
1!m
=
= 2)
distance!from!load!to!fulcrum
0.5!m
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Test yourself
1. What effort is required to support the load shown on the
right? What is the mechanical advantage?

2. What load can be supported by the lever on the right?
What is the mechanical advantage?

3. What effort is required to support the load on the right?
What is the mechanical advantage?

4. In the system on the right, at what distance from the
fulcrum would the effort need to be applied, in order to
support the load? What is the mechanical advantage?
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Lever classes
There are three classes of levers, depending on where the fulcrum, effort and load are situated with
respect to each other.

Fulcrum in the middle

Load in the middle

Effort in the middle

An easy way to remember what’s in the middle for each of the Class 1, 2 and 3 Levers, is to remember the
first letter of each word: Fulcrum, Load, and Effort – FLE.
Uses of the different classes of lever
Class

Middle element

Main uses

Examples

Class 1

Fulcrum

Mechanical advantage
(i.e. to apply a greater force to the
load, than is applied to the effort)

Claw hammer, scissors,
crowbar, see-saw

Class 2

Load

Mechanical advantage
(i.e. to apply a greater force to the
load, than is applied to the effort)

Wheelbarrow, bottle opener,
nutcracker, garlic press, brake
pedal

Class 3

Effort

To amplify motion
(i.e. to move the load a greater
distance than the effort moves)

Tongs, tweezers, fishing rod,
shovel, robot arms

Mechanical advantage of different lever classes
Class1 can provide mechanical advantage, but only if the distance from the effort to the fulcrum is
greater than the distance from the load to the fulcrum.
Class 2 always provides mechanical advantage, because the load is always closer to the fulcrum than the
effort. Class 2 will provide greater mechanical advantage than Class1 for the same length of lever. This is
because the distance from the effort to the fulcrum is greater for Class 2.
Class 3 cannot provide mechanical advantage, because the load is
always further from the fulcrum than the effort. This explains why
nutcrackers are designed the way they are.
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Test yourself
1. Identify the class of lever being used in each of the pictures shown below.
2. For each lever, identify where the effort is being applied, where the load is, and where the fulcrum is.

Calculating forces for class 2 and 3 levers
The law of the lever applies to all classes of lever. Previous worked examples have shown calculations for
Class 1 levers. The following worked examples show how you can calculate forces and mechanical
advantage for class 2 and class 3 levers.
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Worked example 4: Calculate effort and mechanical advantage in a class 2 lever
Question (A)
What effort is required to support the load shown?
Solution by reasoning
The effort is applied at three times the distance from the fulcrum
than that of the load, so the effort required will be one third of the
load force, i.e. 600 N/3 = 200 N.
Solution by applying the law of the lever formula
F(effort)!×!3m = 600!N!×!1!m = 600!Nm)
F(effort) =

600!Nm
= 200!N)
3!m

Question (B)
What is the mechanical advantage of the above system?
Solution
Mechanical!advantage =

load
600!N
=
= 3)
effort 200!N

Or by using the ratio of the distances:
Mechanical!advantage =

distance!from!effort!to!fulcrum 3!m
=
= 3!
distance!from!load!to!fulcrum
1!m

Worked example 5: Calculate effort and mechanical advantage in a class 3 lever
Question (A)
What effort is required to support the load shown?
Solution by reasoning
The effort is applied at one third of the distance from the
fulcrum than that of the load, so the effort required will
be three times the load force, i.e. 600 N x 3 = 1800 N.
Solution by applying the law of the lever formula
F(effort)!×!1m = 600!N!×!3!m = 1800!Nm)
F(effort) =

1800!Nm
= 1800!N)
1!m

Question (B)
What is the mechanical advantage of the system?
Solution
Mechanical!advantage =

load
600!N
1
=
= )
effort 1800!N 3

This is a mechanical disadvantage. Using the ratio of the distances:
Mechanical!advantage =

distance!from!effort!to!fulcrum 1!m 1
=
= )
distance!from!load!to!fulcrum
3!m 3
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Velocity ratio of a lever
The velocity ratio of a lever is the distance travelled by the effort divided by the distance travelled by the
load.

!"#$%&'(!!"#$%!(of!a!lever) ! =

distance!travelled!by!effort
distance!travelled!by!load

For example, if the effort travels 20 cm, and the
load travels 10 cm, the velocity ratio is 2. If the
effort travels 10 cm, and the load travels 40 cm, the
velocity ratio is ¼, or 0.25.
With Class 1 levers, the velocity ratio can be
greater than, equal to, or less than, one.
With Class 2 levers, the velocity ratio is always
greater than one.
With Class 3 levers, the velocity ratio is always
less than one.

Worked example 6: Calculate velocity ratio
Question
What is the velocity ratio of the lever shown?
Solution
Velocity!ratio! =

distance!travelled!by!effort 2!m
=
=2
distance!travelled!by!load
1!m

Activities
1. Open the lid of a paint can, using a screwdriver. Do you see the lever action working?
2. Use a scissors to cut some paper. There is a lever action working here too – do you see it?
3. Look around the technology room. How many examples of levers can you find? How do they make
the job easier?
4. Make a lever yourself by placing a ruler flat on your desk and letting a small part of the ruler hang
over the edge of the desk. Hold the outside edge of the ruler and move it down gently, pivoting the
ruler on the edge of the desk. Feel how hard it is to press down and tilt up the rest of the ruler
when only small portion of the ruler is hanging over the desk. The ruler feels heavier. Why is this?
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Activities
5. Make a simple lever using technology room materials and equipment. How would you make the
fulcrum?
6. Experiment with balancing different weights at different distances on either side of the fulcrum.
(Note the lever may be difficult to balance because the moments (turning effects) will never be
exactly equal, but you can get close).
7. Try to find a see-saw where you sit closer or further back from the fulcrum. See where a smaller
student can balance a larger adult.

Test yourself
1. In the lever on the right, how far would you need to
move the effort in order to move the load by 1 cm?
2. A lever has a velocity ratio of 3. How far would you
need to move the effort in order to move the load by
3 cm?

Key points
1. A lever is a rigid bar that pivots around a fulcrum.
2. Class 1, 2 and 3 Levers have these elements in the middle respectively: (1) fulcrum (2) load (3)
effort.
3. Class 1 and 2 can give you mechanical advantage. Class 3 can’t, but it can amplify motion.
4. Mechanical advantage = load
effort
5. The law of the lever: F1 × D1 = F2 × D2 Use this to calculate forces and distances.
6. Velocity ratio = distance travelled by effort
distance travelled by load

Past exam questions
1. When the beam shown is in equilibrium
(balanced), the mass at X is: (a) 15 kg, (b) 30
kg or (c) 10 kg?
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(i) Name
Nametwo
twoparts
partsof
ofthe
thebike
bikethat
thatuse
useaa
(i)
levermechanism.
mechanism.
lever

22

1.1.

Thebrakes___________________
brakes___________________
The

________________________________
________________________________

Past exam questions

22

2.2.

Thepedal
pedalcranks,
cranks,the
thehandlebars
handlebars
The

2. On the nutcracker picture shown, indicate
clearly
the location of the Load (L), Effort (E)
________________________________
________________________________
and Fulcrum (F)

(ii) Two
Twolever
leverdiagrams
diagramsare
areshown
shownbelow.
below. In
InDiagram
Diagram11calculate
calculatethe
theload
loadforce
forceand
andinin
(ii)
Diagram
2calculate
calculate
the
effort
force.
Diagram
effort
force.
3. Two
lever 2diagrams
arethe
shown
below.
For diagram 1, calculate the load force and for diagram 2
calculate the effort force.

Diagram11
Diagram

Diagram22
Diagram

Diagram 1

Load
Load

Effort
Effort
100N
100N

Diagram2

Load
Load
50N
50N

4m
4m

2m
2m

Effort
Effort

6m
6m

1m
1m

Question 2

Calculation
Calculation

(a)

40 Marks

Calculation
An image of a mountain bike is shown.Calculation

4. An image of a mountain bike (i)is shown.
Name
two
Name two parts
of the bike
that use a
Loadxx22==100
100xx44
lever mechanism.
parts of Load
the Load
bike =that
use
a
lever
mechanism.
4
400/2
Load = 400/2
Load==200N
200N
Load

2

1.

12 marks

Effortxx11==50
50xx66
Effort
Effort
=
300N
Effort = 300N

4

The brakes___________________

44

________________________________

2

2.

The pedal cranks, the handlebars

marks
88marks

________________________________

(b) The Chain and Sprocket is the main drive mechanism on a bicycle.
(b)
The Chain and Sprocket is the main
mechanism
a bicycle.
(ii) Two drive
lever diagrams
are shown below. on
In Diagram
1 calculate the load force and in

5.
mechanical
advantage
(MA)
available
in on a bicycle and suggest one way to
Diagram
2this
calculate
the effort force.
(i) Calculate
Suggestthe
one
advantage
ofusing
using
mechanism
(i)
Suggest
one
advantage
of
this
mechanism
on a bicycle and suggest one way to
the
nutcracker
shown.
Diagram
1
maintainthe
thechain
chaintotokeep
keepititiningood
goodworking
workingorder.
order.Diagram 2
maintain
Effort
Load

22
22

Load

100N

Effort

50N

Advantage:
Advantage:

strong,good
goodtraction,
traction,easy
easytotomaintain,
maintain,doesn’t
doesn’tslip,
slip,_____________
_____________
ItItisisstrong,

Maintainance:
Maintainance:

4m
2m
Lubricatewith
with
oil,clean
clean
thechain
chainregularly,
regularly,6m
replacethe
the1mchain
chainwhen
whenworn.
worn.
Lubricate
oil,
the
replace
Calculation

Calculation

6. For
the
wheelbarrow
on mechanism
the right, the
Loadis
xeffort
2 shown.
= 100 x 4 force is:
(ii)
chain
andsprocket
sprocket
Loadshown.
= 400/2
(ii)
AAgreater
chain
and
mechanism
is
(1)
than
the
load;
(2)
equal
to
the
load, or
(3)4
Load = 200N
Calculate
the
speed
of
the
driven
sprocket
if
the
Calculate
speed of the driven sprocket if the
less
than thethe
load?

Effort x 1 = 50 x 6
Effort = 300N

4

driversprocket
sprocketrotates
rotatesatat30rpm.
30rpm.
driver
8 marks
(b) The Chain and Sprocket is the main drive mechanism on a bicycle.
Calculation
(i) Suggest one advantage of using this mechanism on a bicycle and suggest one way to
Calculation
maintain the chain to keep it in good working order.
60/20
=
60/20 2= 33 Advantage: It is strong, good traction, easy to maintain, doesn’t slip, _____________
Drivensprocket
sprocket
Drivensprocket
sprocketrotates
rotates33times
timesfaster
faster 44 Driven
Driven
Maintainance:
Lubricate with oil, clean the chain regularly, replace the chain when worn.
2
(20teeth)
teeth)
Driver--30
30rpm
rpm
Answer==90rpm
90rpm
(20
Driver
Answer
(ii) A chain and sprocket mechanism is shown.
(60
teeth)
Calculate the speed of the driven sprocket if the
X(60 teeth) Force: 4 mark
driver sprocket rotates at 30rpm.
16. Calculate the force required

Calculation
thethe
spanner
shown,
7. Calculate the force requiredatatX,X,on
on
spanner
Page
of12
12
60/20
= 3 88of
Page

produce
asprocket
turning
Driven
rotates
315
times faster
shown, to produce a turningtoforce
(moment)
offorce
Answer = 90rpm
(moment)
of
15Nm.
Nm.

4

Driven sprocket
(20 teeth)

Page 8 of 12

Fulcrum
Fulcrum

60

X

2 marks:
M=Fxd
15 = F x 0.25

Driver - 30 rpm
(60 teeth)

0.25m

2 marks:
F = 15/0.25 =
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Minimise: Correctly identified
2 marks.
Axel, etc.

Linkages
A linkage is a set of levers connected together to direct movement in a desired direction.
The most common types of linkage are described below.

Reverse motion linkage
The picture shows a reverse motion linkage.
Pushing the top bar to the right causes the
bottom bar to move to the left. Pulling the top
bar to the left pushes the bottom bar out to
the right. This is because the lever in the
middle rotates around its pivot point (fulcrum)
and changes the direction of motion.
As with any lever, if the fulcrum is not in the
centre, the input and outputs will move at
different speeds (i.e. there will be a velocity ratio and a mechanical advantage).

Push-pull linkage
The picture on the left shows a push-pull linkage. It
translates the input motion into output motion in the
same direction. This is because there are two levers
involved, each of which reverses the direction of
motion.

Parallel motion linkage

Moving pivots

A parallel motion linkage ensures that motion occurs in parallel
between two sides. It consists of a pivoted parallelogram shape, to
ensure that opposite sides stay parallel.

Fixed pivots

For example, in the toolbox shown, the linkages allow the drawers of
the toolbox to be lifted over to each side, allowing access to the inside
of the box, while keeping the drawers flat so that the contents do not
spill.
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Scissors linkage
An everyday example of a scissors linkage is shown on the right.
The base of the mirror stays parallel to the wall as the mirror extends
in and out at 90º and the linkage bars remain parallel to each other.
The scissors linkage is used in situations where you want something
to extend and then completely retract, leaving no part of the
mechanism extended. Other examples of this type of linkage include a
scissors lift and lazy tongs.

Bell crank linkage
A bell crank linkage is used to change the direction of the
motion, usually through 90º. Bell cranks are often used with
cables or rods attached to the input and output.
As with any lever, if the pivot point (fulcrum) is not in the
centre, a velocity ratio and mechanical advantage will be
created, and one side will move further than the other.
A common example of a bell crank linkage
is a bicycle brake. When the cyclist pulls
the bell crank upwards, the two sections
are pulled towards each other. This causes
the bottom sections with the brake blocks
to move closer to each other. The brake
blocks then push against the wheel and
create a braking effect.

Activities
1. Make each of the linkages using cardboard and tacks. Test them out and see them working.
2. Use linkages in your projects. Think about using connecting pieces and levers as ways to transmit
motion from one place to another in your projects.
3. Take a look at a bell crank mechanism on bicycle brakes. Pull the brakes and see the effect.
4. Fold up a clothes-horse, wheelchair or child’s pushchair. Identify the linkages used to do this and
notice how the motion is transmitted.

Key points
1. A linkage is a set of levers designed to translate motion in a certain direction.
2. The most common types of linkages are reverse-motion, push-pull, parallel, bell crank and
scissors.
3. A bell crank changes the direction of linear motion by 90º.
Junior Cert Technology - MECHANISMS 1
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18.

The blad
moves up
This is a

Test yourself
1. If you wanted to translate motion by 90º, what type of linkages could you use?
2. Why do you think a scissors linkage is called a scissors linkage?
3. What kind of linkage is used to fold and unfold an ironing board?

19.

Past exam questions

The mec
side of th
shown is
of a:

1. The mechanism on the side of the toolbox shown is an
example of (1) rack and pinion, (2) parallel linkage, or
(3) simple gear train?

2. Bicycle brakes change a (1) push into a pull, (2) push
into a push, or (3) pull into a push?

6.

20.

Bicycle brakes ch

This sym
found on
means:

7.

Solar phone charg
are devicesPage
that us
5

Springs
Springs are elastic devices, i.e. they can be
bent, compressed, twisted or stretched out of
shape, and then they spring back to their
original shape when the altering force is
removed.

8.

Springs are used in other mechanisms to
return the mechanism to its original state once
the load or effort is removed.

This is a:

The most common type of spring is made from
a coil of metal, as shown in the picture, and is
called a coil spring.

9. switch uses a flat piece of metal as a
A flat piece of metal or plastic is another shape for a spring. A limit
This is a:
spring.
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Solution
s are called sprockets and are joined by a
links of the chain are joined together with
We can use the formula for gear ratio, GR.
eth of the sprockets
meshof
with
the chain.
Types
springs
number!of!teeth!on!driven!gear
driver!speed
transmit rotary motion from one gear to
GRwith
= ! a compression load.
=!
Compression springs are used
number!of!teeth!on!driver!gear
driven!speed
particularly suited to bicycles as they
The spring is compressed to a smaller size by the load force,
e strong.
150!teeth!on!engine!sprocket
and returns to its normal size when
GR = ! the force is removed.

75!teeth!on!back!wheel!sprocket
is also called a chain drive. The advantage of
a traditional gear
train is that itstrings
only needs
Compression
are used GR
in car
= !2 suspension systems such
and a chain to transmit rotary motion over a

as the one on the right, mattresses, and mechanical weighing
driver!speed
scales.
GR = !
driven!speed

machinery, motorcycles, go-karts and car
many more applications.

So

ber!of!teeth!on!driven!sprocket!
ber!of!teeth!on!driver!sprocket

s, tensioners can be used on chain drives to

Driver!speed
speed!of!engine!sprocket
Tension
springs
are used with a tension
force, i.e. a stretching force. The
=!
=2
Driven!speed
speed!of!back!wheel!sprocket
spring is stretched out/elongated by the load force, and returns to its normal
size when150!rpm
the force is removed.
rpm!of!back!wheel!sprocket

=2

Tension springs are used in trampolines, door handles, mechanical weighing
Therefore
scales
and push-button ball-point pens.
Rpm!of!back!wheel!sprocket! =

150!rpm
= 75!rpm!
2

Torsion springs are used with a twisting load force. The spring is
twisted/rotated with the load, and returns to its normal shape once
Cams
the load force is removed.
Cams are another type of mechanism that can be used to
change one kind of motion to another. Generally cams change
Torsion springs are used in mousetraps.

r on a bike can be adjusted to keep the chain

rotary motion into reciprocating motion. Some cams can
change the direction of the motion.

Note that a metal coil spring can function as a compression, tension
or torsion spring, depending on how it is used.
past exam paper

the engine of a scooter has 75 teeth and the
ack wheel has 150 teeth. If the sprocket
1500 rpm, what is the rpm of the sprocket
l?

Cams and cranks

The rotary cam consists of a disk or cylinder with an irregular
shape fitted to a rotary shaft. They are usually circular, pearshaped or heart- shaped, with an off centre hole for the shaft.
A follower rests on the edge of the cam, and as the cam

The mechanisms in this sectionrotates
convert
rotary motion to reciprocating or oscillating motion and vice versa.
the follower moves up and down. Rotary motion
(cam) is converted into reciprocating motion (follower).

Cam-and-follower

A cam is a non-circular object attached to a rotating axle,
designed to make sliding contact with another piece,
called a follower, to cause that piece to move up-andFollower
and in a reciprocating motion. The
down or
from moves
side toupside
down
shape of the cam determines how the follower moves.

Follower

Shaft rotates and turns cam

Cam rotates with shaft
In the image
shown, the follower rests of edge of the
turning cam and is free to move up and down. It is
prevented from moving from side to side by a guide (not
Cam rotates with shaft and
in the picture).
pushes follower up and down Pear shaped cam with follower

Golden Key 2015
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A camshaft consists of a number of cams connected to the same axle. Each cam will activate its own
follower. A camshaft connects one place of rotary motion to a number of places of reciprocating motion.

Cam

Shaft

A car engine camshaft, such as the one on the left
raises and lowers the engine valves to let petrol and
air in to the engine, in time with the revolution of
the pistons.

Cams and followers are very useful for creating up and down motion in technology projects.

Cranks
A crank is a bar attached at right angles to an axle. It is used
to change reciprocating motion into rotary motion, and vice
versa.

Handle

Crank
Axle

A manual crank is used to convert the reciprocating motion
of your elbow (via your connecting forearm and hand) into
the rotary motion of an axle, e.g. as shown in the coffee
grinder. The crank operates like a lever, i.e. the further the
crank handle is from the axle (the fulcrum), the less effort it
takes to turn the axle.
An example of a crank operating the other way round (i.e.
converting rotary motion to reciprocating motion) is given
in the “crank-and-slider” mechanism overleaf.
Uses of crank handles and cranks
Crank handles are used in pencil sharpeners, door handles, car jacks and winches. Cranks are also used in
crankshafts, crank-and-slider mechanisms and peg-and-slot mechanisms.

Crankshafts
A crankshaft consists of a number of cranks connected to the same axle. It connects two or more places of
reciprocating motion to one place of rotary motion.
Uses of crankshafts

Crankshaft

Uses of crankshafts include:
•

•

Car engine crankshaft (see right). This converts the up-anddown motion of the pistons into the rotary motion of the
crankshaft, which eventually turns the wheels.
Bicycle pedals or toy car pedals, which convert the up-anddown movement of your knees into the rotary motion of the
wheels.
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Crank-and-slider
The crank-and-slider mechanism converts rotary motion into reciprocating motion and vice versa.
In the example shown, the crank (in blue) is
attached to the axle and connects to the slider via a
connecting rod. There is a pivot between the crank
and the connecting rod, and a pivot between the
connecting rod and the slider. As the wheel turns,
the cranks alternately pushes and pulls the slider in
and out, in reciprocating motion. The distance
between the centre of the axle and the rod is called
the crank throw.

crank

The crank-and-slider is a useful mechanism for technology projects to create a reciprocating motion from
the rotary motion of a motor.
The crank-and-slider mechanism is found in car engines where the reciprocating
piston is converted into the rotary motion of the engine.

motion of the

Peg-and-slot
The peg-and-slot converts rotary motion into oscillating motion.
The slot can be pivoted at the top or the bottom. As the wheel
rotates, the peg travels up and down in the slot, and causes the
slot to swing or wave from side to side.
Pivot here

!

Activities
1. Look at videos or animated graphics of the above mechanisms working.
2. Look at previously built projects in the technology room and see what mechanisms are used in them.
3. Build your own cam-and-follower and crank-and-slider mechanisms in the technology room.

Test yourself
1. What types of mechanisms could you connect to a motor to make something go up and down?
2. What mechanism could you connect to a motor to make something swing from side to side?
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Past exam questions
1. Name and sketch a suitable mechanism that
will produce any one of the movements
shown, when the toy train moves.

2. Name the parts labeled X and Y of the mechanism
shown on the right.
Does the part labeled X rise slowly and fall quickly, or
rise quickly and fall slowly?

3. A crank handle is used to turn the mechanism on the
right (for tensioning the net on a tennis court).
a) Name two other devices/mechanisms that use a
crank handle.
b) Suggest one change that could be made to the
crank to make it easier to turn.

4. An engine crankshaft and piston shown is an example
of a:
(a) crank-and-slider,
(b) bevel gear system,
(c) chain and sprocket?

Name
theand
mechanisms
16.shown
5. Name the mechanisms
at X
Y.
shown at X and Y.

X: 2 marks - crank

X

X

Y

Y: 2 marks - CAM
X

Y

Y

17. If the input shaft is turning
at 180 RPM, calculate the
speed of the
shaft.
Junior Cert Technology - MECHANISMS
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Output
24 teeth
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8 teeth
24 teeth

Speed:

24T x 180RPM
(2 marks)
540RPM x 24T
(2 marks)

Valid calculati

